Long term culture of cells patterned on glass via membrane-tethered oligonucleotides.
Oligonucleotide-based membrane inserts can be used as tethers to control attachment of cells to patterned surfaces without interfering with internal cytoskeletal modes of adhesion. Such control can be employed as a means for study of cell-cell interactions or side-by-side co-culture of different cell types without separation/sorting. While there is utility for cell patterning methods decoupled from natural cytoskeletal mechanisms, the consequences of maintaining this artificially induced state of attachment remains unexplored. We present a method for the 2-dimensional patterning of cells via hybridization of membrane-tethered single stranded oligonucleotides to complimentary single stranded oligonucleotides bound to optically transparent glass substrates which allowed us to characterize the long term culture of patterned HEK293 cells. Patterned substrates immersed in FBS-containing media are shown to permit the adsorption of adhesive serum proteins which allowed for the spreading and engagement of natural cytoskeletal adhesion modes in cells initially attached only through DNA hybridization. We show that the coexisting modes of attachment result in competition between membrane-bound tethers and natural cytoskeletal adhesion machinery as cells attempt to migrate away from their initial points of attachment. This competition ends in the escape of cells from their designated patterns and the 'winning out' of cytoskeletal migration forces over the affinity of lipid inserts for the cell membrane.